AL425 2-AXIS

PREMIUM INSIDE LIFT

PREMIUM 2-AXIS INSIDE LIFT

From a pleasing aesthetic to a highly adaptable design, the AL425 sets the standard for inside lifts. Fully powered lifting
and rotation, coupled with a choice of docking device (not included) for your chair, the AL425 is one of the easiest lifts to
use in the industry.
It is the ideal solution to stow a power chair or scooter inside a van, truck or SUV.
•

Only 30" (76.2 cm) of headroom required

•

Offset post allows the mobility device to be safely unloaded on the side of the vehicle

•

Can be installed on either the passenger or driver side for maximum convenience

•

Weather-resistant hand control (wireless key fob option available)

•

Universal base adapter included
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PENDANT CONTROLLER
- Easy-to-grip base with soft, non-slip
rubber coating
- Backlit buttons for night use

I have used my Harmar 2-axis hoist
lift for several years with virtually
no problems. It’s so easy to use.
I can’t remember all the folks who
have seen the lift and wanted to
know more about it. My Harmar
Axis II gives me the mobility I want.

- Built-in LED flash light to assist with
visibility while loading
- On-Off button with shut-off timer to
prevent unintended activation
- Magnetic backing for convenient
stowage — elevated from water in trucks
- Attractive, modern aesthetics

AL425 2-AXIS PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
LIFTING CAPACITY
ARM HEIGHT
WARRANTY
POWERED

ACCOMMODATES

400 lb

INSTALLED WEIGHT

30" - 41"
3-year

ADJUSTABLE LENGTH
SECUREMENT

- Power lifting
- Power rotation
- Manual wheelchairs
- Power wheelchairs
- Scooters
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INCLUDED
ACCESSORY

AVAILABLE
OPTIONS

66 lb
23.5" - 33.5"
Docking device (not included)
Universal base adapter
-

Battery pack
Custom adapters
Custom docking device
Folding arm
Wireless remote
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